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OF COCONUTS AND INTEGRITY 
TIMOTHY SHIMA and GALI SALVATORE 

1. Introduction by Dan Pedoe^ University of Minnesota. 

The Coconut Problem has been making the rounds of mathematical and paramathematical 

circles for more than fifty years. It first attracted widespread attention in the 

October 9, 1926, issue of The Saturday Evening Post% in a short story by Ben Ames 

Williams entitled "Coconuts." A fascinating history of the problem can be found in 

Gardner [5], from which much of the historical material in this introductions and 

several references, have been taken. 

The following problem occurs in Birkhoff and Mac Lane [3]: 

On a desert island, five men and a monkey gather coconuts all day, then 
sleep. The first man awakens and decides to take his share. He divides the 
coconuts into five equal shares, with one coconut left over. He gives the 
extra one to the monkey, hides his share, and goes to sleep. Later, the 
second man awakens and takes his fifth from the remaining pile; he too finds 
one extra and gives it to the monkey. Each of the remaining three men does 
likewise in turn. Find the minimum number of coconuts originally present. 

This problem (call it Problem i) asks us to find the smallest positive integer 

N such that, if one does five times in succession the operation consisting of sub-

tracting 1 and taking 4/5 of the difference, the result after each operation is a 

positive integer. In other words, we have to find the smallest N such that Nl9 N2, 

..., n5 are integers, where NQ=N and 

This is without doubt a coconut problem, but it is not the Coconut Problem that 

people have been talking and writing about since 1926. In his story, Williams tells 

the tale as in Problem l, but he adds a final divisibility condition: "And in the 

morning they divided what coconuts were left, and they came out in five equal shares." 

(Call this Problem 2.) 

Gardner relates: "Williams did not invent the coconut problem. He merely 

altered a much older problem to make it more confusing. The older version is the 

same except that in the morning, when the final division takes place, there is again 

an extra coconut for the monkey." (Call this Problem 3.) It is this version, in its 

various generalizations, that is usually found in the literature. 

In solving these problems, it is possible to get tied up in sets of equations 

which lead to a Diophantine equation, the solution of which also takes a lot of work. 
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For Problems l and 3, there is a beautifully simple solution which involves the use 

of blue (or negative) coconuts! This colourful device was first used by Norman 

Anning as early as 1912 [l], in solving an earlier version of this fruitful problem, 

one involving apples. Other approaches to Problem 3, including generalizations in 

several directions, will be found in some of the appended references. 

In assigning Problem 1 fairly often, I have received a short solution from a 

Japanese girl student, and recently an elegant solution from a student, Timothy 

Shima, with a generalization regarding the number of men and coconut remainders. 

This solves Problems l and 3, and Gali Salvatore has shown how a simple modification 
produces a general solution to the seldom treated Problem 2. The following is based 

on Timothy Shima's solution, but the workmanship throughout reveals the fine Italian 

hand of Gali Salvatore. 

2. A Generalized Solution to Coconut Problems3 by Timothy Shima and Gali 

Salvatore. 

Let n > 1 and o be integers. Find all integers N such that Nl9 Nz,..., N are 

all integers3 where NQ =N and 

N. = H—k(N . - < ? ) , £ = 1,2,...,>?7. (1) 
^ n t-1 

Here the N. and c are not necessarily positive; but if they are, then this 
problem corresponds to having m men successively do the nocturnal division of the 

coconuts into n equal shares, each man in turn giving c coconuts to the monkey, the 
integrity of each coconut being preserved in the process. 

S o l u t i o n . Suppose N has the desired property. We have from (1) that 

N. N._. -c 
* - ^ - q . , say, (2) 

n - 1 n ^ 

and it follows from the hypothesis that q. is an integer for i = i , 2 , . . . 9 m . Now, 
from (2^, 

(n-Dq^ = Ni = nqi+±±c, i = 1,2,. . . ,m-l, 

and adding (n - l">c to each member gives 

(n-D(a.tc) = n{q. . +c\ (3^ 

If we now set successively i = 1,2,... ,777-1 in (31, multiply the resulting equations 
and simplify, we get 

j- -\PI~I 

file://-/pi~i
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Here the right side is an integer, and (n,w-i) = i; hence there must be an integer 

k such that 

q + o = kin - 1) 

and so q + c = kn . Since 

N = NQ = nq + c = n(q + e) - (n - Da, 

we obtain finally 

N = knm - [n- l)o. (4) 

Conversely* suppose N = NQ is defined by (4) for some integer fc; then the N. 

defined by (1) are all integers since9 as can easily be verified by induction9 

Ni = k(n~ l)V2~t' - (n -l)c, i = 0,1,2,....m. (5) 

We conclude that all the answers to our problem are given by (*+) as k ranges 

over the integers. 

For Problem l, we have n= 59 e = i, m= 5. The minimum N occurs for fc = i; it is 

N = 5s - 4 = 3121. 

For Problem 3S we have again n = 5 s c = i, but m = 6. The minimum # occurs again 

for fc = l; it is tf = 56 - 4 = 15621. 

We obtain a generalization applicable to Problem 2 by adding to the problem we 

have just solved the requirement that N be divisible by n. 

Suppose Nm = m9 where r is an integer. With the value of N taken from (5), 

this implies that 

kin - 1̂  ' - (n - l>c = rn. 

Since (n,n-l) = l, there must be an integer s such that r = s ( n - l \ and division 

by n - 1 gives 
? / - \W-l 

7c(w - 1) - e - sn, 
which can be written 

in-1) - i-1) } + fe(-l) - e = 8n. 

Now the quantity inside the braces is divisible by n\ hence we must have* for some 

integer t9 

ki-lf'1 -a = tn9 

from which we get 

k = i-lf^itn + o), 

and substituting this in (M-) gives 

N= i-lf"1 itn + c)nm - in-Do. (6) 
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Conversely, suppose N = N0 is defined by (6) for some integer t. Then, from 

(5), 

Nm = i-lf^itn+^in-lf- (n-l)c. 

This is a polynomial in n which vanishes for rc = o, so N is divisible by n. 

We conclude that all the answers to our modified problem are given by (6) as 

t ranges over the integers. 

For Problem 2, we have n = 5 , c-l, 777=5. The minimum # occurs for t = 0; it 

is N - 55 - 4 = 3121. 

REFERENCES 
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FIBONACCI ON THE ROAD1 

Drivers who find that arithmetic impairs their concentration but who carry in 
their heads the first few numbers of the Fibonacci sequence {fn} may find the 
following set of equivalences useful: 

8 km « 5 miles, 13 km « 8 miles, 21 km « 13 miles 

and in general, ^n+± ^ ~ ^n miles. 
'Calculator cats' may be amused to find the first value of n for which this rule 

fails to give the conversion correct to the nearest whole number. 
DOUGLAS QUADLING 

1Reprinted from The Mathematical Gazette, 62 (March 1978) 54, by permission of 
the author and editor. 
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A SAMPLE OF ANCIENT INDIAN MATHEMATICS 
SAHIB RAM MANDAN 

Of the mathematicians of Ancient India the best-known today is Bhaskaracharya, 

whose name is usually shortened to Bhaskara. His famous work Siddhanta Siromani, 

written in the year 1150 A.D., is divided into four partss the first of which is 

known by the name of Leelavati. Bhaskara prides himself as a poet, and his work 

does show some amount of poetic skill. 

Leelavati is a popular name amongst Indian ladies, and the reason Bhaskara 

adopted this name for the first part of his mathematical work has for long been a 

matter of controversy. A story is prevalent that Bhaskara had a daughter named 

Leelavati. Good astrologer that he was, he came to know from her horoscope that 

her married life would be cut short. This disaster would be prevented, Bhaskara 

computed, if her marriage were solemnized on a certain definite date punctually at 

a specified time. He made all the arrangements for this. There were no accurate 

means of measuring time in those days. For this purpose he constructed a sand

glass, a device by which sand would flow from one vessel into another beneath it 

through a small orifice in a fixed interval of time. This was a popular device 

for measuring time in those days. On the day previous to the marriage, Leelavati 

inquisitively looked into this new instrument which had been installed in her home 

and, as fate would have it, a small pearl from the ornament on her nose fell into 

the sand and got mixed with it. This retarded the movement of the sand, with the 

result that the marriage was celebrated some time after the precise instant deter

mined by careful astrological calculations. And she lost her husband soon after 

the marriage. To console her in her lifelong grief, Bhaskara taught her Arithmetic 

and named his work after her. 

This, in any case, is the story as legend would have it. It is difficult to 

say whether there is any factual basis for it, but internal evidence seems against 

it. The Leelavati is famous for the fine recreative problems it contains. It has 

been a tradition among Indian mathematicians from the earliest times to try to make 

the subject interesting by introducing such examples, to enliven the interest of 

students who would not otherwise be favourably disposed towards mathematics. Bhaskara 

had studied the examples of this nature given by his predecessors Sridhara (750 A.D.), 

Sripathi (1029 A.D.), Mahavira (850 A.D.), Brahmagupta (628 A.D.), and Prithudaka 

Swami (860 A.D.), simplified and improved them, and then included them in his work. 

Thev give him an opportunity to display his poetic skill. Although most of the 
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problems he cites are adapted from those of his predecessors, a few may be his own. 

We shall give a few of these problems. They have been translated into English 

from the original in Sanskrit1verses. 

1. 0 girl! out of a group of swans, 7/2 times the square root of the number 

are playing by the side of a tank. The 2 remaining ones are playing with amorous 

fight, in the water. What is the total number of swans? 

2. 0 tender girl! out of the swans in a certain lake, 10 times the square 

root of their number went away to Manasa Sarovar on the advent of the rains, 1/8 the 

number went away to a forest named Sthala Padmini. Three pairs of swans remained 

in the tank, engaged in water sports. What is the total number of swans? 

3. Out of a swarm of bees, a number equal to the square root of half their 

number went to Malati flowers; 8/9 of the total number also went to the same place. 

A male bee, enticed by the fragrance of a lotus, got into it. But, when it was 

inside, night fell, the lotus closed, and the bee was caught inside. To its buzz, 

its consort was replying from outside. What is the number of the bees? 

4. Out of a party of monkeys, the square of 1/5 of their number diminished by 

3 went into a cave. The one remaining monkey was getting up a tree. What is the 

total number of monkeys? 

5. In the interior of a forest, a number of apes equal to the square of 1/8 

of their total number are playing with enthusiasm. The remaining 12 apes are on 

a hill. The echo of their shrieks by the surrounding hills arouses their fury. 

What is the total number of apes? 

6. 0 Mathematician! a bamboo standing on level ground is 32 cubits long. It 

gets broken by a blast of wind and its end touches the ground at a distance of 16 

cubits from its foot. At what height was the bamboo broken? 

7. On a pillar 9 cubits high is perched a peacock. From a distance of 27 cubits, 

a snake is coming to its hole at the bottom of the pillar. Seeing the snake, the pea

cock pounces upon it. If their speeds are equal, tell me quickly at what distance 

from the hole is the snake caught? 

8. In a tank beset with birds, the tip of a lotus is seen at a height of one 

palm (= 1/2 cubit). Slowly propelled by the wind, it sinks in the water at a distance 

of 2 cubits. What is the depth of the water in the tank? 

9. At a distance of 200 cubits from a tree which is 100 cubits high, is situ

ated a well. Two monkeys are at the top of the tree. One of them climbs down the 

"See C - It. Snnivasiengar, The History of Ancient Indian Mathematics, The World 
Press, Calcutta, 1967, pp. 79-89. 
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tree and goes to the wells while the other jumps some distance above the tree9 and 

comes straight to the well. 0 learned man! if you are well versed in Mathematics, 

tell me how high did the second monkey jump into the sky if the distances travelled 

by the two monkeys are equal. 

Department of Mathematics, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur - 721302, India-

REMAINDERS FROM THE LIBRARY OF E8P.B8 UMBUGIO 
ROBERT S. JOHNSON 

The following list of books from the library of Professor Euclide Paracelso 

Bombasto Umbugio, University of Guayazuela, extends1 previously published compila

tions [1977: 123-125, 186-187]: 

1. A Summary of Human Knowledge* including the number of eggs in a dozen9 

the true colour of blue vitriol, how to use a left-handed screwdriver, how to 

transport a bucket of steam* how to factor prime numbers, etc. 

2. Alice Kramden's Adventures on the Moon. 

Polygon, or Who Let the Parrot Escape? 

The Octal System, or Why Was I Born Without Thumbs? 

The Average Man* or The Meanest Arithmetician. 

A Battle of Wits, by Klein and Mobius. 

Addition, or Enlarging the Family in the Old-Fashioned Way. 

Subtraction, or Easy Ways to Spend More Than You Have. 

Multiplication, A Study of Rabbits' Habits. 

10. Division, or How to Cut a Pie into TT Equal Pieces. 

433 Laird Boulevard, Montreal, Quebec H3R 1Y3. 
J. .»» .*-

AN APPLICATION OF THE DIRAC IMPULSE FUNCTION TO VERTEBRATE ANATOMY 

Hickory Dickory Dirac 
Three mice ran up the stack. 
The clock struck one high 
With an impulse of TT 
And convoluted its back. 

T.W. SHOOK, II 

1And terminates. (Editor) 
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Reminiscences 

CASHING IN ON MATHEMATICS 
The late R. ROBINSON ROWE 

Having half-wasted a year to meet Harvard's entrance requirements, I was hungry 

for mathematics and elected all the undergraduate courses as soon as I had the pre

requisites—in fact so fast that I graduated in three years and had taken one grad

uate course. Analytic geometry opened up a fascinating new world and the calculus 

explored it endlessly. As each of its many wonders was exposed, I thought nothing 

could be more wonderful—-I had now seen it all, there wasn't any more. But there 

always was a new and greater wonder—through the calculus of variations. 

But as I neared the end, and had been going steady with a sweetheart I hoped 

to marry, I was sobered up by another wonder: I wondered how to cash in on all that 

I had learned—how to make a living and support a home and family. I dared to put 

the question bluntly to my favorite teacher.1 I remember his \/ery considerate reply: 

"There are three ways you might consider. One, teach; we have openings here for 

Teaching Fellows and Instructors, with good prospects for advancement. Two, astronomy;, 

but the work is at night in unheated observatories. Three, actuary; many are engaged 

by insurance companies. There are three examinations, but your knowledge of probability 

will get you by the first, and some home study will prepare you for the other two." 

I rejected the first. Learning 2 + 2 = 4 so as to teach it to Jones who in turn 

will teach it to Brown seemed like a vicious and unrewarding circle. I had had a two-

semester course in Astronomy, but his comment ruled that out. So I chose the third, 

took and passed the first actuary examination and began home study. 

Then, as 1 did e\/ery spring, I spent my Easter vacation visiting my Uncle John2 

in Hartford. Since he was in the insurance business, I expected he would be delighted 

when I told him I was going to be an actuary. He said, "Hmmmmmmm." 

Next day he invited me to accompany him to the office to see some very interesting 

remodelling. Aetna had outgrown its 8-story building and was adding five more floors. 

To support the extra weight, heavy steel columns were erected in two elevator wells 

and the other two elevators were being refurbished for high-speed operation. He took 

me to the top—partway on ladders—pointing out many complicated details* then back 

down to the old building, opening doors to show me some remodelling. Finally he 

opened a door to an occupied room. There were 30 or 4-0 men there, sitting on high 

1Professor Julian Lowell Coolidge. 
J. Scofield Rowe, then Vice-President, Casualty, Aetna Life Insurance Co. 
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stools before slightly inclined desks. Each man wore a green eyeshade5 had his coat 

off and satin sleeves over his shirt cuffs, and pounded almost continuously on a 

Comptometer. The racket was deafening. As Uncle John closed the doors he said, 

"ACK-chu-air-ees." All my life, I have been thankful for that wonderful lesson. 

I often visited other relatives in the Boston area on weekends, and it so 

happened that early the next month I revisited my Great-uncle Albert3 in Swampscott. 

He laughed as I told him why I was disenchanted with the idea of becoming an actuary. 

Then he added, "Maybe you didn't understand all of that lesson. That Aetna building 

was being remodelled by civil engineers. Engineers use lots of mathematics and you 

could be one. But not a railroad engineer; the railroads are all built.1* Structural and 

hydraulic engineering will be good fields. Harvard is cooperating with Boston Tech 

on its engineering school, so you might transfer there." 

Which I did, but that's another story. 
* & * 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Editor: 

In this journal T1977: 178-181], E.J. Barbeau treats the representation of one as 
a sum of reciprocals of distinct positive integers, each of which is the product of 
exactly two primes. He exhibits a set containing 101 such integers and asks what 
are the fewest integers required in a representation of this type. As reported in 
Cl], at least 38 integers are required in the smallest set, and sets containing as 
few as 50 integers are known to exist. I discovered too late to be included in [1] 
the following set of 48 integers of the required type: 

6 
10 
14 
15 
21 
22 

26 
33 
34 
35 
38 
39 

46 
51 
55 
57 
58 
62 

65 
69 
77 
82 
85 
86 

87 
91 
93 
95 
115 
119 

123 
133 
155 
187 
203 
209 

215 
221 
247 
265 
287 
299 

319 
323 
391 
689 
731 
901 

ALLAN Wm. JOHNSON Jr. 
Washington, D.C. 

REFERENCE 

1. Editor's Note, "Odd Reciprocals," Mathematics Magazine, 49 (May 1976) 155-156. 
.«. .». A 

3Albert Alonzo Robinson, University of Michigan, CE 1869, MS 1871, LLD 1900. 
A.T. & S Fe R.R., Chief Engineer, Vice-President and General Manager 1873-1893 
Mexican Central R.R., President 1893-1910. 

^Many by him. He pushed the Santa Fe to Denver, then headed for the west 
coast from Colorado Springs up the Arkensas River, built the still-standing Robinson 
Hanging Bridge in the Royal Gorge, then, losing a race with the D & RG for Tennessee 
Pass, he beat them to Raton Pass and pushed his line through to Los Angeles and San 
Diego. In 1896 he completed the line from El Paso to Mexico City, which began as 
the Sonora Railway, then the Mexican Central, now the Mexican National. 
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P R O B L E M S — PR O B L E M E S 

Problem proposals and solutions should be sent to the editor, whose address 
appears on the front page of this issue. Proposals should, whenever possible, be 
accompanied by a solution, references, and other insights which are likely to be of 
help to the editor. An asterisk (*) after a number indicates a problem submitted 
without a solution. 

Original problems are particularly sought. But other interesting problems may 
also be acceptable provided they are not too well known and references are given as 
to their provenance. Ordinarily, if the originator of a problem can be located, it 
should not be submitted by somebody else without his permission. 

To facilitate their consideration, your solutions, typewritten or neatly 
handwritten on signed, separate sheets, should preferably be mailed to the editor 
before December 1, 1978, although solutions received after that date will also be 
considered until the time when a solution is published. 

3^7, C1978: 134] Correction. 

In each of the two radicals, replace ax2 by 9x2 . 

3618 Proposed by the late R. Robinson Rowes Sacramento3 California. 

Find MATH in the two-stage alphametic 

MH • M • AT/H = MATH 
MATH 
kxxx 

xxxxx 
xxxxx 

;ra?MATHxx 

in which the x l s need not be distinct from M, A, T, or H. 

362. Proposed by Kenneth S. Williams, Carleton University3 Ottawa. 

In Crux 247 [1977: 131; 1978: 23, 37] the following inequality is proved: 

I (a.-a.)2 I (a. -a.)2 

1 l<i<j<n ^ J ^ + -..+<*„ 1 ^ > ^ w * J 
2n2 an ~ n vax . .. an - 2nZ ^ 

Prove that the constant l/2??2 is best possible. 

383 i Proposed by Roland E. Eddys Memorial University of Newfoundland. 

The following generalization of the Fermat point is known: I f s i m i l a r 
isosceles triangles BCA', CAB', ABC are constructed externally to triangle ABC9 

then AA', B B \ CC* are concurrent. (When BCA'5 CAB', ABC are equilateral, then 

AA1, BB'9 CC are concurrent at the Fermat point.) 

Determine a situation in which AA', BB', C C are concurrent if the constructed 

triangles are isosceles but not similar. 
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364, Proposed by Sahib Ram Mandans Indian Institute of lechnology3 Kharagpur, 

India. 

In the Euclidean plane E2, if x| {x~a,b% i~ 0,1,2^ are the 2 triads of 

perpendiculars to a line p from 2 triads of points X1. (X = ASB) on p and (X) a pair 

of triangles with vertices X. onx^ and sides x1 opposite X. such that the three 

perpendiculars to b% from A', concur at a point G, then it is true for every member 

of the 3-parameter family f(B) of triangles like (B); and the 3 perpendiculars from 

B' to the sides a1 of any member of the 3»parameter family /(A) of triangles like A 

concur at a point G' if and only if 

3658 Proposed by Kesiraju Satyanarayanas Gagan Mahal Colony3 Hyderabad^ India. 

A scalene triangle ABC is such that the external bisectors of angles B 

and C (i.e.s the segments intercepted by Bs C and the opposite sides) are of equal 

length. Given the lengths of the sides b, a (b>c), find the length of the third 

side a and show that its value is unique. 

366s Proposed by A. Lius University of Alberta. 

Evaluate 
2n-l r . .\ A . 

.L In-II 
t=n l ; 

3677 Proposed by Viktors Linis5 University of Ottawa. 

(a) A closed polygonal curve lies on the surface of a cube with edge of 

length l. If the curve intersects every face of the cube, show that the length of 

the curve is at least 3/2. 

(b) Formulate and prove similar theorems about (i) a rectangular parallelepiped, 

(ii) a regular tetrahedron. 

368" Proposed by Lai Lane Luey3 Willowdale3 Ontario. 

Let a, n be integers with a > n > o 5 c any constants and 

f(a) = I (-l)k\l\(a-k + c)n. 

Prove that f(a) = 0 if a > n and f{n) =n!. 

369 1 Propose par Eippolyte Charless Waterloos Quebec. 

Trouver toutes les solutions reelles de 1'equation 

s in (Trcos r ) = cos ( T r s i n r K 
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370. Proposed by 0. Bottema, delft5 The Netherlands. 

If K is an inscribed or escribed conic of the given triangle A1A2A3, and 

if the points of contact on A2A3, A3A15 AXA2 are T 1 S T 2, T 3, respectively, then it 

is well-known that AlTl, A 2T 2, A3T3 are concurrent in a point S. Determine the 

locus of S if K is a parabola. 

S O L U T I O N S 
No problem is ever permanently closed. The editor will always be pleased to 

consider for publication new solutions or new insights on past problems. 

210, C1977: 10, 160, 196; 1978: 13] Proposed by Murray S. Klamkin, University 

of Alberta. 

P, Q, R denote points on the sides BC, CA and AB9 respectively, of a given 

triangle ABC. Determine all triangles ABC such that if 

Bf__ CQ _ AIR _ -
BC " CA " AB " k f* °9 1/2' 1 K 

then PQR (in some order) is similar to ABC. 

VI. Comment by Alan Wayne3 Pasco-Hernando Community College3 New Port Rickey, 

Florida. 

In [1978: 16], the Editor referred to a "particularly simple derivation" by 

Leon Bankoff [l] of a parametric representation of all primitive solutions (a9b,c^ 

of the Diophantine equation 

2b2 = c2 +a2, a > b > a. U> 

I am sure Bankoff will agree that priority in the use of this rather simple method 

(a and c are odd, set (a + c)/2 = p, (a - c)/2 = q, solve p2 + q2 = b2) is due to C. 

Botto [2], as cited by Dickson [3], a reference which Bankoff himself gives. The 

derivation must have been included in [l] simply for the sake of completeness in 

the solution to the problem "A Long Probate." 

Triangles whose sides satisfy (l) have been called automedian9 and Bankoff 

suggests [1978: 14] that they be renamed RMS (Root-Mean-Square) triangles. This 

is an attractive alternative name. 

Let u and v be relatively prime natural numbers of opposite parity, with u>v, 

and let t be any natural number. If S is the set of triples (a,b9c) defined by 

a = U 2 t 2uv -v2)t, b = (u2 +v2)t, c = e(u2 - 2uv - v2 )t, 

where e2 = i9 then the following Lemma 1 is easily obtained from the derivation 
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outlined in [1] and [3]: 

LEMMA 1. The set T of RMS triples is the subset of S for which e=1 if 

u > (1 + }/2)v3 and e = -1 if v < u < (1 + /2)v. 

An RMS triangle is an RMS triple which satifies the triangle inequality a<b+c. 
This leads to 

LEMMA 2. The set T* of RMS triangles is the subset of T for which e = 1 if 

u > (2 + Jz)vy and e = -1 if v < u < S3v. 

From Lemma 29 with £ = i, it is found that there are the following 36 primitive 
RMS triangles with perimeters P<1000. 

17 

23 

31 

47 

49 

71 

79 

113 

119 

97 

119 
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161 

191 

167 

161 

217 

263 
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17 

25 

37 
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269 

265 
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103 
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233 

287 

287 

537 

541 

579 

587 

649 

659 

661 

671 

759 

767 

781 

789 

793 

851 

863 

933 

937 

971 
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251, r1977: 154; 1978: 41"] Proposed by Robert S. Johnson, Montreal, Quebec. 

Solve the cryptarithmic addition given below. It was given to me by a 

friend who got it himself from a friend at least 15-20 years ago. I hope some reader 

can identify its unknown originator. 

SPRING 
RAINS 
BRING 
GREEN 
PLAINS 

Editor's comment. 

The "unknown originator" of this beautiful problem has been identified—by the 

originator himself! It is none other than our "digit-delver" friend, J.A.H. Hunter 

(see Crux 301 [1978: 11, 174]), a resident of Toronto and the author of copyrighted 

features on mathematical recreations that have been appearing9 for the past 25 years 

or so9 in newspapers and magazines in Canada, the United States9 Engl and9 and perhaps 

elsewhere. 

The problem under consideration first appeared as No. 209 in Hunter's monthly 

magazine PUZZLER series in the Canadian monthly SATURDAY NIGHT (November 1964 issue), 

and also in Britain's "prestige" monthly COURIER (now defunct). It was based on an 

idea submitted to Hunter by W.A. Robbf London, Ontario. 

As Charles W. Trigg noted [1978: 68]9 the term "cryptarithmie" was applied to 

arithmetical restoration puzzles by MINOS (S. Vatriquant) in Sphinx, l (1931) 50. 

But for problems such as the present ones which make sense in the letters and are 

true in the numbers, the term "alphametic" was coined by Hunter himself in 1955 and 

has been widely adopted since. 
A A ;'f 

2837 [1977: 250; 1978: 115] Proposed by A.W. Goodman, University of South 

Florida. 

The function 
2x 1x\x 

y '- 'T^r 
is increasing for 0 < x < l and in fact y runs from o to l in this interval. There

fore an inverse function x = g(y) exists. Can this inverse function be expressed 

in closed form and if so what is it? If it cannot be expressed in closed form, is 

there some nice series expression for g(y)7 The series need not be a power series. 

Commenv by Basil C, Rennie, James Cook University of North Queensland, Australia. 

As the readers of this journal have not been able to express the required 
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function g(y^) in closed form, it is probably impossible to do so. But to find a 

proof of the impossibility would be very difficult; in fact I do not know of such 

a proof for any of the higher transcendental functions. However, it is easy to 

express g(y) as a limit of elementary functions. For instance, you can find it on 

a programmable calculator by iterating the function h(k(x)), where 

h(x) and k(x^ 

To see this, observe that 

-2xlnx 
y • X 2 

= h~l{x) 
In x 

and so 

-i(a.) = 01*211 
In x 

k(x). 

The graphs of h"l{x) and k(x) for x between o 

and l are both increasing, and they cut at the 

required point. The iteration can be written 

h"l{x > 
n+1 * ( *„>• 

and looking at the figure you will see how, whatever x is used as starting point, 

the successive iterates will converge monotonically to the solution. 
°k & k 

3061 C1978: 12] Proposed by Irwin Kaufman, South Sh,ore E.S., Brooklyn, N.I. 

Solve the following inequality, which was given to me by a student: 

l s i n x s i n 3x > 7- . 

Solution by G.C. Giris Research Scholar, Indian Institute of Technology, 

Kharagpur, India (revised by the Editor). 

The function sinxsin3x has period ?r; hence it suffices at first to find all 

the solutions in any chosen interval of length TT, and the remaining solutions will 

follow by periodicity. We select the interval 

J = {x l-I < x • } . 

(The endpoints can be omitted, for x = ±TT/2 do not verify the inequality,) 

Since cosx > 0 when x e J, the given inequality is equivalent to the one obtained 

by multiplying both sides by 4cosx 2 which is 
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2 sin 2x sin 3x > cos x. 

This one, in turn, is equivalent to cosx - cos Sx > cos a? and to 

COS 5a: < 0. (1) 

When are J, we have --y- < bx < — . For positive a: the solutions of (l) are 

(2) 
TT . _ ^ 3TT 

7 < 5« < — 

and for negative x they are 

3TT TT 

- - < 5x < ~ 

or 

or 

TT 3TT 

To < ; c < I?' 

3TT ir 

"io <x < -To- (3) 
1U JLU 

Now from (2) and (3) all solutions are given by 

kir - — < x < ku - ~~ and kir + •— < # < ^TT + •— , A: = 0, ±1, ±2 5... . 

Finally, all of these are gathered together in the compact formula 

^ < \kir-x\ < | I , k = 0, ±1, ±2,... . 

Also solved by LEON BANKOFF, Los Angeles, California; RICHARD BURNS and KRISTIN 
DIETSCHE, East Longmeadow H.S., East Longmeadow, Massachusetts (jointly); STEVEN R. 
CONRAD, Benjamin N. Cardozo H.S., Bayside, N.Y.; H.G. DWORSCHAK, Algonquin College, 
Ottawa; V.G. HOBBES, Westmount, Quebec; ALLAN Wm„ JOHNSON, Jr., Washington, D.C.; 
VIKTORS LINIS, University of Ottawa; LEROY F. MEYERS, The Ohio State University; 
HERMAN NYON, Paramaribo, Surinam; BOB PRIELIPP, The University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh; 
HYMAN ROSEN, Yeshiva University H.S., Brooklyn, N.Y.; the late R. ROBINSON ROWE, 
Sacramento, California; KESIRAJU SATYANARAYANA, Gagan Mahal Colony, Hyderabad, India; 
DONALD P. SKOW, McAllen Senior High School, McAllen, Texas; KENNETH M. WILKE, Washburn 
University, Topeka, Kansas; and the proposer. 

Editor' s comment L 

Most other solvers obtained the answers either from a fourth-degree polynomial 

in sinx or from a quadratic polynomial in cos 2x, and both of these methods required 

the special knowledge that 

— - — = cos- and — _ _ = C o s — . 

Our featured solution neatly bypasses these difficulties by reducing the given 

inequality to a linear one in cos 5x. 

The three types of solutions just referred to illustrate a technique that is 

frequently useful in trigonometry: a given trigonometric expression can frequently 

be reolaced by a simpler one in which the argument has a higher multiplicity. 
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307 a C1978: 12] Proposed by Steven R. Conrad, Benjamin /V. Cardozo H.S,3 

Bay side3 N.J. 

It was shown in Problem 153 that the equation ab = a+b has only one solution 

in positive integers, namely (a,b) - (2,2). Find the least and greatest values of 

x (or y) such that 

xy - nx +ny , 

i f n9 x, y are a l l positive integers. 

Solution by Kenneth Se Williams^ Carleton Universitys Ottawa. 

The given equation is equivalent to 

nx = y(x - n) (1) 

and to 

(x -n)(y - n ) = n2 . (2) 

We get x > n from (1) and9 since (x9y) = (ntl, n2+n) is a solution* it follows 

that 

r.. _ = n + 1. m m 

We have also y > n by symmetry, so y -n > l, and as, from (2)9 

n1 . 2 

we must have x < n2+n. Since (x9y) = (n 2+w, ntl) is also a solution9 we conclude 

that 

^m^w = n
2 + n. max 

Also solved by RICHARD BURNS and KRISTIN DIETSCHE, East Longmeadow H.S., East 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts (jointly); HIPPOLYTE CHARLES, Waterloo, Quebec? CLAYTON 
w. DODGE, University of Maine at Orono? RICHARD A. GIBBS, Fort Lewis College, 
Durango, Colorado? V.G. HOBBES, Westmount, Quebec? ALLAN Wtn. JOHNSON, Jr., Washing
ton, D.C.; ROBERT S. JOHNSON, Montreal, Quebec? VIKTORS LINIS, University of Ottawa? 
HERMAN NYON, Paramaribo, Surinam? BOB PRIELIPP, The University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh? 
FREDERICK N. ROTHSTEIN, New Jersey Department of Transportation, Trenton, N*J9; the 
late Ra ROBINSON ROWE, Sacramento, California? GALI SALVATORE, Ottawa, Ontario? 
KESIRAJU SATYANARAYANA, Gagan Mahal Colony, Hyderabad, India? KENNETH Me WILKE, 
Topeka, Kansas? and the proposer. 

Editor fs comment. 

Charles showed that, for fixed real n > o s all positive solutions of the given 

equation are given by 
n2 

(x9y) = (n + k, n + -*-) s k > 0, 

from whichs when n is a positive integer, the number of solutions in positive integers 
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is T(n2^9 the number of positive divisors of n
2; and xm.n and xmx can be determined 

by setting k-l and k-n2, respectively. 

Wilke found in Sierpiflski [2] a problem asking for all solutions of the equiva

lent equation 

i + i - i 
x y " n 

in positive integers ar, y, n. 
The proposer noted that a i960 Putnam problem (see [1] for a solution) asked 

for the number of positive integer solutions (x9y) to the equivalent equation 

He also observed that xm^x/~-xm. if and only if n = i, and so the equation of Crux 153 
max m m J ^ 

[1976: 110, 196; 1977: 19] is the only one of the form xy = nx + ny which has a unique 
solution in positive integers. 

REFERENCES 

1. L.E. Bush, The 1960 William Lowell Putnam Mathematical Competition, American 
Mathematical Monthly, 68 (1961) 629-637. 

2. Wac^aw Sierpiflski, Elementary Theory of Numbers, Warszawa, 1964-, p. 72. 

308. [1978: 12] Proposed by W.A. McWorter, Jr.j The Ohio State University. 

Some restaurants give only one pat of butter (of negligible thickness!) 

with two rolls. To get equal shares of butter on each roll, one can cut the butter 

square along a diagonal with a knife. 

(a) What regular n-gons can be cut in half with only a straightedge? 

(b) What convex n-gons can be cut in half with a straightedge and compass 

(saucer?)? 

Solution by the proposer. 

(a) All regular n-gons with n > 3 can be bisected 

with only a straightedge. Joining a pair of opposite 

vertices will do it when n is even, and the figure 
(for n = 5) illustrates the method for odd n. 

(b) All convex n-gons can be bisected with a 

straightedge and compass. The proof is by induction. 

For n = 3, we can choose any vertex, and the median 

through that vertex does it. For a convex (n-i^-gon, 
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assume that a convex n-gon can be bisected by a line through any chosen vertex. 

Label the vertices of the convex ('n + l^-gon A,,,.., A . in clockwise order and 

consider triangle A 1A nA n + 1. Through A n + 1 draw the line parallel to A ^ , and 

extend the line A n - 1A n to meet this parallel line in a point A. Replacing A n + 1 

with A and ignoring kn produces a convex n-gon with the same area as the given 

(n + l)-gon. By the induction assumption this n-gon can be bisected by a line 

through A1. Clearly, this line also bisects the original (n + l)-gon and could 

have been constructed to pass through any given vertex of the (n + D-gon. 

Partial solutions were received from ROBERT S. JOHNSON, Montreal, Quebec; 
HERMAN NYON, Paramaribo, Surinam; and the late R. ROBINSON ROWE, Sacramento, 
California. 

309 8 C1978: 12] Proposed by Peter Shor3 student3 California Institute of 

Techno logy. 

Let ABC be a triangle with a>b>c or a<b<,c. Let D and E be the midpoints 

of AB and BCS and let the bisectors of angles BAE and BCD meet at R. Prove that 

(a) ARiCR if and only if 2b2 = c2+a2; 

(b) if 2b2 = o2jta2
% then R lies on the median from B. 

Is the converse of (b) true? (See Problem 210 [1977: 197; 1978: 13].) 

Solution by Daniel Sokolowsky3 Antioeh Colleges Yellow Springs3 Ohio (parts 

(a) and (b)); and Kesiraju Satyanarayanas Gagan Mahal Colony3 Hyderabad, India 

(converse of part (b)). 

We first prove the following lemma for the triangle of the proposal, with G 

its centroid, 

LEISIA. 2b2 = c2 +a2 if and only if BDGE is a cyclic quadrilateral. 

Proof. It is well-known that the length m^ 

of the median from B satisfies 

i±m£ = 2c2 + 2a2 -b2 . (1) 

(Analogous results for mQ and ma will be used 

later.) If the diagonals of BDGE meet at X (see 

Figure l), then EX = XD = r A and so 

EX • XD = 2?2/16. (2) Figure l 

Also BX: XG = 77^/6, from which 

BX • XG = m2/12. (3*> 
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It now follows from (2)s (3), and (1) that EX • XD = BX • XG, that is, that BDGE is 
cyclic, if and only if 2b2 = a2 + a2. 

We are now ready to prove the proposed theorem. 

A. 

Figure 2 

(a) Let a and y be the angles at A and C shown in Figure 2, and let 9 be their 
sum at G. We have 

/ARC = 180° - f ^ ~ a ] - f i ^ U Yl 
I l ) I 2 j 

= 180° - i ( A + C + a + y^ 

= 180° - i ( 1 8 0 ° - B + 0^ 

= 90° + ~(B - 0 ) . 

Since B = 9 i f and only i f BDGE is c y c l i c , i t fo l lows from the lemma that AR i CR i f 

and only i f 2b2 = o2 + a2. 

(b) Suppose 2b2 = o2 +a2 so t h a t , from the lemma, BDGE is c y c l i c . Since DE 'I AC, 

the three angles a in Figure 2 are a l l equal and so are the three angles y. Thus 

AAGF ~ ABAF, A CGF ~ ABCF, 

and so 

AG FG FG CG_ 
AB " FA " FC " CB " 

Let BG meet AR at S and CR at T. Since AR and CR are angle bisectors, we have 

from (u) 

51 _ ££ _ CG _ GT 
SB AB " CB TB ' 

Thus S = T, so R=S = T and R lies on the median from B. 

(4) 
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The converse of (b) is true. For suppose R lies on the median from B; then 

AG - AG _ GR_ _ CG_ 
a ~ AB "" RB CB 

CG 
a 

(5) 

Squaring the extreme members of (5), and noting that 

AG2 
l3W«. 

2bz + 2cz -a 2 

and CG2 = %m 2az + 2bz - a2 

9 "~ ~ (3^J 9 

we obtain an equation equivalent to 

(a2 -cz)(2bz -cz -a1) = 0. 

I f a * c , then 2b2 = c 2 + a 2 ; and the same resu l t holds i f a = c, fo r then a>b>a 

or a<£> <c impl ies a-b-c and 2&2 = c2 +az. 

Also solved by HERMAN NYON, Paramaribo, Surinam; KESIRAJU SATYANARAYANA, Gagan 
Mahal Colony, Hyderabad, India; and the proposer. A comment was received from 
ROBERT S. JOHNSON, Montreal, Quebec. 

Editor' s comment. 

The solvers did not all agree that the converse of part (b) was true. Some 

gave as counterexamples strictly isosceles triangles with b<c~a or b>c = a* 

for in such triangles R lies on the median from B but 2bz * c2 +az. But it was 

made clear in the proposal that the only triangles to be considered were those 

in which b was the middle side {a>b>o or a<b<c). 

* * ft 

310. C1978: 12] Proposed by Jack Gavfunkel, Forest Hills H.S«S Flushing, N.Y. 

Prove that 

2ab 

/a2 + 5 2 /9a2 + bz /a 2 + b* • /9a2 + 2?2 

When is equality attained? 

I. Solution by the proposer. 

If a = 0 or b~0 (but not both)9 the 

inequality reduces to ±1 < 3/2, which is 

true; so we assume a*o and b*o. We will 

show that the inequality holds if a>0 and 

b>0. It will then hold a fortiori if a<0 

or b < 0. 

Consider the triangle ABC in the figure, 

with medians BD, CE meeting at G, We have 

- 2 

(a,D) 
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sin a = a , s i n y = 
v/j2~^T /9a 2 + &2 

From the law of sines applied to AAGB, we have 

lh 
sin B . 3^ er t . _ 2ab 
TTnTT 9—1 s o s in g = — — . 
s i n a | . | / 9 a 2 + Z , 2 v ^ + M . / g ^ T ^ T 

Thus the given inequa l i ty is equivalent to 

3 
sin a + s in 8 + sin y < -j . 

This inequality is known to hold (see [l], for example) whenever, as is true in 

our triangle9 a + 8 + Y = TT/2; and equality holds if and only if a = 8 = y = 7r/6, which 

means, in this case, if and only if b = aJz. 

II. Solution by the late R. Robinson Rowe3 Sacramento3 California, 

[As shown in solution I, it suffices to consider the case a>0 and b>0.1 The 

given inequality is equivalent to 

2a/9a2 + b2 + 2b/a2 + b2 < 3/a2 + b2 • /9a2 + &2 - 4a£. (1) 

Here the left member is positive and 

right member > 3 • b • 3a - 4a£ = 5aft > 0, 

so we can square (1) and rearrange to obtain the equivalent inequality 

32a£/a2 + b2 • /9a2 +b2 < 45a1* + 98a2£2 + Sbk . 

Here again both sides are positive, so we can square once more and rearrange to 

obtain the equivalent inequality 

(3a2 -b2)2(225ak + 106a2b2 + 25bk ) > 0, (2) 

which is clearly true since the first factor is a square and the second one is 

clearly positive. Equality is attained in (2) if and only if 3a2 -b2 = o, that 

is, if and only if b = a/3. 

Also solved by w.j. BLUNDON, Memorial University of Newfoundland; RICHARD BURNS 
and KRISTIN DIETSCHE, East Longmeadow H.S., East Longmeadow, Massachusetts (jointly); 
E.G. DWORSCHAK, Algonquin College, Ottawa; ALLAN Wm. JOHNSON, Jr., Washington, D.C.; 
VIKTORS LINIS, University of Ottawa; HERMAN NYON, Paramaribo, Surinam; GALI SALVATORE, 
Ottawa, Ontario; KESIRAJU SATYANARAYANA, Gagan Mahal Colony, Hyderabad, India; 
KENNETH M. WILKE, Topeka, Kansas; and KENNETH S. WILLIAMS, Carleton University, 
Ottawa. A comment was received from ROBERT S. JOHNSON, Montreal, Quebec. 
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Editor's ccrrent. 

Three of the solutions received were marred by a questionable argument that 

ran essentially as follows: since 

(x + y)2 - (x - y)2 
xy = ? ^ £Z_ s 

the product xy attains its maximum when x = y. The conclusion of this argument 

holds, of course, provided the sum x+y is constant* but this fact was not guar

anteed by the solutions in question. 

Reference ri] cited by the proposer says in effect that if 2a9 23* 2y are the 

angles of a triangle, then 

1 < sin a + sin 8 + sin y < ~ . 

This, with solution I, enables us to formulate the following sharper inequality: 

Let a and b be nonnegative numbers, not both zero; then 

! < _ J L _ + _JL_ +
 2a*—— * 4-

JaTTW /9a2 + b2 /a2 + b2 • /9a2 + b2 

The lower bound is attained when a = o or b - o and the upper bound, as we have seen, 

when b = a/z . 

REFERENCE 

1. 0. Bottema et al., Geometric Inequalities, Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 

1969, p. 20. 

.*. .(. .*. 

311 • -1378: 35] Proposed by Sidney Kravitz, Dovers New Jersey. 

Find the unique solution of the following base ten cryptarithmic addition: 

OTTAWA 
CALGARY . 
TORONTO 

Solution. 

The unique solution of this cryptarithmic (or alphametic) addition is 

544929 
3970916 . 
4515845 

Solved by RICHARD BURNS and KRISTIN DIETSCHE, East Longmeadow H.S., East Long-
meadow, Massachusetts (jointly); LOUIS H. CAIROLI, Kansas State University, Manhattan, 
Kansas? HIPPOLYTE CHARLES, Waterloo, Quebec? CLAYTON W. DODGE, University of Maine at 
Orono? MICHAEL W, ECKER, City University of NeY8? JeA,H, HUNTER, Toronto, Ontario? 
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ALLAN Wm. JOHNSON, Jr., Washington, D.C.; ROBERT S. JOHNSON, Montreal, Quebec; 
HERMAN NYON, Paramaribo, Surinam; HYMAN ROSEN, Yeshiva University H.S., Brooklyn, 
N.Y.; the late R. ROBINSON ROWE, Sacramento, California? HARRY D. RUDERMAN, 
Hunter College, New York; CHARLES W. TRIGG, San Diego, California; KENNETH M. 
WILKE, Topeka, Kansas; and the proposer. 

Editor's comment. 

In line with the practice in some other journals, I will henceforth publish 

only the answer to problems of this type9 along with the names of all sol vers, but 

no full-blown solution. So readers may9 if they wishs submit only their answers 

to such problems (but detailed solutions would normally be expected for all other 

problems). 

Many readers enjoy solving alphametics (or cryptarithms) but are not turned 

on by the prospect of detailing for publication, in words or in tabular form9 

all the false starts and dead ends that are necessary to show that all the answers 

have been found. To such people, reading somebody else's detailed solution would 

be even less inviting. This may explain why several readers (and even some proposers!) 

have been sending in just answers, nothing more. The late R. Robinson Rowe prefaced 

his detailed solution to the present problem, written when he was terminally ill, 

as follows: "Reluctantly I detail a solution instead of simply reporting my 

answer—so much of a solution is mental deduction which I would not ordinarily jot 

down." It is too bad that our new policy, "answers only acceptable for alphametic 

problems," cannot be made retroactive. 

Nevertheless it is hoped that one or two readers, as a kindness to the Editor 

who is not particularly adept at such problems, will take the trouble to send in 

a detailed solution, not to be published, to- help the Editor satisfy himself that 

all the answers have been found. 

312 i C1978: 35] Proposed hy the late R. Robinson Rowe, Sacramento3 California. 

Evaluate 

N = {(l6/l4163 17954 - 2 ) 2 - 3} 2 

to at least five significant figures. 

Solution by E.G. Du)orschaks Algonquin College, Cttava. 

Let E = i 416 317 954. By the binomial theorem, we have 

( 2 + / 3 V 6 = 708 158 977 + 4C8 855 776i/T 

and 

(2 - / 3 V 6 = 708 158 977 - 408 855 776/3"; 
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hence 

(2 + i / 3 V 6 + ( 2 - / 3 " ) 1 6 = 1 14I6 317 954 = E . 

Thus 

= < 2 + ^ 1 6 { 1 + 7 7 7 7 3 V T } 

where we have set a - 2 + /3\ 

Now we have 

and so 

whence 

lVS = a ( l + a "
3 2 ) l / l 6 

-Te-" 3 1-^" 5 3 

w-2s^4 f l" ,1-I f l"" + 

( W - 2 ) 2 = 3 + ̂ a " 3 1
 + ^ a " 6 2 + 

and 

Finally, 

(16v^-2)2-3 = ̂ -a" 3 1 i-^-a"62 

ff = {OW-2)2-3}2 = ̂ a " 6 2
 + I | a - 9 3

 + ... . (1) 

Since the second term in (l) is approximately 1.089*io~55
9 the first term alone 

gives the value of N to more than 50 decimal places. However9 with the modest 

calculator at my disposal, I can only give the first 10 significant figures: 

N = ̂ -(2 + / 3 ) ~ 6 2 + ... = 1,622 532 234... x 10"37. 

Also solved by LEON BANKOFF, Los Angeles, California? CLAYTON W„ DODGE, University 
of Maine at Orono; ALLAN Wta. JOHNSON, Jr., Washington, D.C.; ROBERT SB JOHNSON, 
Montreal, Quebec; LEROY Fe MEYERS, The Ohio State University; HARRY D. RUDERMAN, 
Hunter College, New York; GALI SALVATORE, Ottawa, Ontario; JOHN A, WINTERINK, 
Albuquerque Technical Vocational Institute, Albuquerque, New Mexico; and the proposer. 
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Edttor rs comment. 

Judging from some of the answers submitted, 

N = 0, N ~ 0.00000,.,, 

N = 0.0000, N - 0.000000000, 

it appears that some of our readers would not know a significant figure if one were 

to slink by them. Dear chaps, the significant figures are those that come after 

the zeros stop. 

A.W. Johnson Jr. enlisted the help of an IBM 360 computer to approximate N. 

All calculations were carried out to loo decimal places, so the resulting answer 

is accurate to much more than 50 significant figures. From the computer print-out 

he submitted, I give below the value of N to 50 significant figures. (I have added 

the 5lst figure in parentheses at the end, to facilitate rounding off for those 

pragmatists who are satisfied with mere 50-figure accuracy.) 

Here it is, in all its glory: 

N = 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 

000 000 162 253 223 477 657 143 042 779 

027 599 104 136 704 593 120 106 84(6)... . 

A *'; « 

313. [1978: 35] Proposed by Leon Barikoffs Los Angeles> California. 

In an RMS triangle ABC (that iss a triangle in which 2bz = ez+az: see 

T1978: 14]), prove that GK9 the join of the centroid and the symmedian point, is 

parallel to the base b. 

I. Solution by 0. Bottemas delft 3 The Netherlands. 

Let (x,y,2) be the homogeneous distance (trilinear) coordinates of a point 

with respect to a triangle ABC with sides a, bs a. The line I at infinity has the 

equation 

ax + by + cz = 0; 

and the line AC, being 2/ = o, intersects I at the point S(c,o9-a). 

The centroid G is {bc,ca,ab^ and the symmedian point K is (a9b,e). Their join 

is therefore 

a(bz -c2)x+b(c2 -aZsy i-e(a2 -b2^z = 0. 

S is on this line if and only if 2bz = cz +a 1. This is therefore a necessary and 

sufficient condition for GK to be parallel to b. 
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II. Solution de Eivvolyte Charless Waterloo3 Quebec. 

Solent ABC un triangle quelconque, 

G son centre de gravity, et K son point 

symedian (voir la figure). Si h est 

la hauteur issue de B9 il est evident 

que la distance de G au cSte" b est 

h/3. Soient x 9 y$ z les distances de 
K aux c6t§s a9 b9 c, respectivement. 

Nous aliens montrer que GK || b9 e'est-

£-dire que y = h/3, si et seulement si 

2b2 = c2 + a2. 

II est bien connu (voir [i]s par exemple) que les distances du point symedian 

aux cot£s du triangle sont proportionnelles a" ces mimes cOt^s. Done, si A repr§sente 

1'aire du triangle9 on a 

£ - ^ - £ ~ £ £ - . ^ L ~ £ £ - ax + ty + cz - 2A _ bh 
a ~ b ~ c ~ a 2 ~ b 2 " c 2 ~ a1 + b2 + c2 a2 +b2 + c2 a2 +bz + c2 9 

et done 

b2h 

y = SYTWT^-

Ainsi y = h/3 si et seulement si 

i - Z?2 

3 " a2 + b2 + c2 9 

c ' e s t - S - d i r e s i e t seulement s i 2b1 = c2+a2. 

Also solved by HARRY D. RUDERMAN, Hunter College, New York; KESIRAJU SATYANARA-
YANA, Gagan Mahal Colony, Hyderabad, India; DANIEL SOKOLOWSKY, Antioch College, 
Yellow Springs, Ohio; and the proposer. 

Editor's comment. 

The proposer found this theorem^ as proposed here (no converse), in [3, p. 208]8 

where it is credited to Lemoine [2]. A solution9 different from those given heres 

appeared later in [39 p. 261]. 

To reinforce his suggestion [1978: 14! that triangles with 2b2 - c2+a2 be called 

RMS triangles9 the proposer adds that by the same token triangles with bz = c a might 

appropriately be called GM (Geometric Mean) triangles. Now he has found out that 

the name "geometric mean triangle" is already well established in the literature. 

Victor Th£bault used the expression in !>], giving as his authority Neuberg [5] 

and Goormaghtigh [6], 
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3 W i r1978: 35] Proposed by Michael W. Eokers City University of Hew York. 

Find all functions f-.R + R, continuous at a: = o, satisfying the functional 

relation p ™j2 

for all x9 y in R. 

Solution by Leroy F. Meyers3 The Ohio State University. 

Let / be one of the required functions. If f(xQ ) =0 for some x0 , then 

(fix))2 = f(x0) *f(2x-x0) = 0 

for all xeR9 and so f is the constant zero function. 

If f(x0^ * o for some x0,then, since f((x+x0,/2) * o for all xeP by the 

preceding paragraph and 2 

f(x) = {f[^p]} /fix*), 
it follows that fix) is nonzero and has the same sign as f(xQ^ for all xeR3 and that 

the function -f also satisfies the conditions of the problem. For such a function /, 

set g(x) = In \f(x)]for all xeR, so that g is real-valued and is continuous at 0. 

Then, for all x$y e Rs 

^c¥-} 4 1 n ! 4 ^ ) ' 2 = i ( 1 n ' - ^ ' ^n'/c^1) --t^;^. <D 
It is well-known that a function g which satisfies (l^ and is continuous at even one 

point must be linear. (A proof is given below for g continuous at o.) Thus we must 

have, for all x e R% 
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g{x) = a+bx, \f(x^> = ea^hx = .4» • 3*, 

where A! =e a > o and 5 = e^ > o. 

In the light of our earlier discussion, the required functions f:R + R must have 
values of the form 

fix) = A -2*. 

where 5 > o but the real constant A is unrestricted; and conversely all such functions 
satisfy the conditions of the problem. 

Proof that g must be linear. Set a = g(0), b = g(l) - g{§), and 

h(x) = g(x) - (a + bx), xei?. 

Then9 for all x,y e R, 

ftfe-lg.) = ftte>+ftQ/> 9 fc(2a:) = 2fcte)-fc(0), ft(-ar) = 2?z(0̂  - ft (a?). (2) 

Let s = ix e R | ft Or) = o}. Then o £ S9 l e S, and (2 > shows that whenever x and z/ are 
in S 9 so are Har + z/), 2a? 9 and -x* It is not hard to see now that the dyadic 

numbers9 that is9 all numbers of the form j • 2 , where j and k are integers, 
constitute a subset of S that is dense in R. 

Now9 for any x e R , let ( r n ) + ™ be a sequence of dyadic numbers whose limit is 

-x. Then, as rc + +«>s we have lim Urn - x ) = o9 and the continuity of g (hence of k) 
at o yields 

0 = h(Q) = l i m T z p ^ J = limj\Mrn)+h(x)\ = ~ ( 0 + £ ( * ) ) = ifc(ar). 

Thus ft(^ = 09 5 = /?, and tf(a?) = a+bx for all a: e R. 

Also solved by W.J. BLUNDON, Memorial University of Newfoundland? F.G.B. MASKELL, 
College Algonquin; BOB PRIELIPP, The University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh; and the proposer. 

Editor's comment. 

Some solvers achieved a deceptive simplicity in their solution by charitably 

assuming that the required functions were everywhere continuous or differentiate. 

Prielipp noted that a proof of the linearity of the function g (when it satisfies 
( l ) and is continuous at even one point) can be found in Aczll Ci], 
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